MOVEMBER AND SONS
STYLE GUIDE

The Rock Star
The Undercover Brother
The Connoisseur

The Box Car
The After Eight
The Regent

Abrahadabra
The Trucker
The Wisp

The Rock Star is big and full of attitude, naturally neat and worn the world over by countless music legends.

This unassuming style is an essential addition to any moustache aficionado's tool box. Just covering the upper lip with subtly rounded corners, the undercover brother is the perfect look for those who crave a MO without undue attention.

Reminiscent of villains, British infantry and dapper detectives, the connoisseur is perhaps the most classic of MO styles. This quintessential MO is easily recognizable by its artistically waxed tips.

Hanging like a shaggy inverted 'V' over the upper lip, the box car is an ideal MO for novices offering maximum style points with minimum upkeep.

Extended long waxed whiskers which stretch out horizontally like the London Bridge, loosen up your waxing fingers and get ready for a twist.

This MO style is famously worn by centuries of upper class Hungarian men. The regent is fit for revolutionaries and other big movers and shakers.

Also known as 'The Surrealist' this absurdly stylish MO blends aristocratic elegance with artistic flair.

The fearsome trucker begins with a full brush that hangs like a crowbar over the upper lip, meaning... the pain.